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David was born in 1987 under the surname Teresa Carballo,
and
was raised in a small town situated in the heart of Germany. In
2004, David started his career as musician, composer, and audio
engineer followed by numerous concerts and studio recordings. In
addition to his work as a musician, he completed his
apprenticeship as a nurse in 2009 and worked on intensive care
units in various hospitals between 2010 and 2018. David has
dedicated himself to the research fields of musicology and media
studies since 2015—making him the first in his working-class
family with a migration background to study at a university. In
2018, he graduated with a bachelor’s degree in musicology from
Humboldt University of Berlin (Germany) and is currently part of
the master’s program for media studies at the same institution.
Despite battling dyslexia, David was awarded the HumboldtScholarship (as part of the Germany Scholarship program) in 2020
for outstanding performance. Alongside his academic career, he
invented the Theremin for the Deaf, the first musical instrument
to produce sound without acoustics. From 2016–2019, David worked
for the broadcast show Fritz Unsigned as a social media manager
and as a freelance Radio-Journalist. He also designed the app
Tour It Yourself, which enables musicians to book and manage
concerts independently. Between 2020 and 2021, David was a coorganizer of TEDxHUBerlin, an independent and self-organized
format of the worldwide renowned lecture and knowledge platform
TED. Finally--and the most importantly--David has been the proud
father of a spirited and hilarious daughter since 2014.

About

Education

Work Experience

Humboldt University of Berlin (Germany)
Media Studies
Master of Arts
2018–06/2021

Humboldt University of Berlin (Germany)
Department for Musicology and Media Studies
Student Assistant for Prof. W. Ernst
2018–2021

TEDxHu Berlin (Independent organized TED Events)
Co-organizer (since 03/2020).
Marketing, PR and Social Media Director.
2020–2021

Humboldt University of Berlin (Germany)
Musicology and Media Studies
Bachelor of Arts
2015–2018

Fritz Unsigned (Radio Fritz /rbb)
Assistant & Social Media Manager
2016–2019

Transmediale Festival 2020
"Adversarial Hacking in the Age of AI"
Host @ Media Theater (HU Berlin /Germany).
2020

Rhön Hospital Hildesheim (Germany)
Apprenticeship as a nurse
State Examination
2006–2009

Teaching Experience
Humboldt University of Berlin (Germany)
BA-Seminar (together with Sebastian Breu)
Module: Digital Media
2020

Scholarship
Humboldt-Scholarship
(as part of the Germany Scholarship
program)
04/2020–03/2021

Memberships
Landesverband Legasthenie und Dyskalkulie e.V.
[State Association for Dyslexia and Dyscalculia]
2018–Present
Gesellschaft für Medienwissenschaft e.V.
[Society for Media Studies]
2017–Present
Society for musical performance and mechanical
reproduction rights (GEMA)
2014–Present

Freelancer
Journalist
Radio reports for the ebb
2018
Familien Video (by VRIKS GmbH Berlin, Germany)
MArketing & PR
Lead of Marketing
03/2018–09/2018
Working as nurse
Intensive Care Unit,
Intermediate Care & Cardiology
2009–2018

Music Management & Booking
Concert booking and branding for:
Wito (2016 / 2019–2020)
Teresa Caballo (2015–2017)
Disco Love Machine (2012–2015)
Concert booking for:
You Can Call Me Jack (2015)
Falk Louis (2016–2017)
Social media consulting for:
Alles Solar (2018)

About

Engagement

"student council initiative of the department
for musicology and media studies at
the Humboldt University Berlin"
Active member
2018–2020
Berliner Schule
Official students' initiative
Founder
2017–2021
Vintage Computer Festival Berlin
Assistance & Video documentation of the conference
2017 & 2018

Skillset
Expert:
Ableton Live
Logic Pro X
English (IELTS: 8)

MORE DETAILS?

Intermediate:
Adobe XD
Adobe Premiere
Adobe Photoshop

Adequate:
Python
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Inner curiosity has been the driving force behind David’s new and
unexpected pursuits over the years. Condensed in projects which push
social boundaries, challenge people to question their—probably
outdated—values, and critique cultural-historical mindsets. As a
sound and media artist, David invented and constructed the ”Theremin
for the Deaf”, probably the first musical instrument that generates
sound without any acoustics. It reflects society's faulty
understanding that hearing is intrinsically linked to the creation of
sound waves by turning a hearing aid into a hearing extension. Based
on his longstanding concert (booking) experiences, David designed
”Tour It Yourself”, an app that helps independent musicians get in
contact with concert locations in the right way and without any prior
know-how. Moreover, together with Prof. W. Ernst (Humboldt Uni. of
Berlin) and T. Fecker, he published the multimedia publication
”Geistervorlesung” [Ghost Lecture], which bypass the traditional book
using smart devices and AI. Additionally, he designed the ”DNA Based
Music Machine” which is supposed to compose music out of proteins
naturally, but instead shows that the arbitrary symbolic regime of
sheet music doesn’t allow such an undertaking. In 2017, David
conducted a sensory experiment called ”Sounds Like Berlin” by
exploring the Danish capital of Copenhagen while listening to the
noisy but familiar soundscape of his hometown Berlin.
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Projects

2018–Present

It is common knowledge that sound is carried by dancing air molecules
which hit the eardrum and make the acoustical time event audible;
therefore, the relationship between hearing and acoustics has never
been questioned until today. Yet, this understanding of hearing,
bound to acoustics, has been outdated since the cochlear implant—a
little device and a true hearing aid—introduced in 1961. By
processing electrical and electromagnetic signals in today’s tiny
computer behind the ear, cochlear implant users can hear more than
just the acoustic environment. Thus, the cochlear implant is far more
than just hearing prosthesis; it is an extension of hearing which
highlights an extraordinary connection between human beings and
technology. Based on this outstanding relationship, the project
“Theremin for the Deaf”—a musical instrument which creates sound
without acoustics—has been designed to show that sound can also be
conveyed without sound waves. In conclusion, the “Theremin for the
Deaf” aimed to provoke a rethinking of the relation between ear and
acoustics and to form an understanding of hearing which does not
necessarily arise from the irritation of the eardrum by air pressure.
Furthermore, the Theremin for the Deaf turns a hearing prosthesis
into a hearing extension by showing the media technology's actual
potential.Read more.

Interviews & Presentations
Media Archaeological Fundus
Humboldt Uni.of Berlin (Germany)
since 2018
Permanent Exhibition

Scenes of Media Theater
Berlin (Germany) | June 2018
Presentation (En)

Symposium of the German CochlearImplant Society
Hamburg (Germany) | May 2018
Exhibition

Dramaturgy of Signals
Berlin (Germany) | April 2018
Presentation (De)

Schnecke 99/29
Magazin | March 2018
Article

Projects

2018–2020

Tour It Yourself is the first digital booking assistant for your
pocket—an app for all independent artists to book concerts and tours
by themselves. At the center of the app is the venue database,
consisting of around 1500 German clubs. By using the smart filter,
each venue can be filtered by location, genre, and day. In the next
step, preferred locations and venues can be emailed separately or
collected in a favorites list to contact collectively. The key
feature here is that individual concert requests are generated from
the venue database and the electronic press kit, the profile of the
artists, consisting of band info, concert history, videos, songs,
etc.. Tour It Yourself was realized in the company Digital. Wolff
based on David’s experiences, which served as guidelines for his
concept and user interface design. Unfortunately, the project has
struggled in 2020 due to the worldwide COVID-19 pandemic which has
affected the music industry tremendously.

Interviews & Presentations
Reeperbahn Festival 2019
Hamburg (Germany) | September 2019
Presentation (En)

Berlin Reloaded
Radio FluxFM | July 2019
Radio Interview (De)

Rockszene Hannover
Online Mag | June 2019
Interview (De)

Soundkartell
Online blog | June 2019
Interview (De)

PopKW
State Association | June 2019
Interview (De)

Fritz Unsigned
Radio Fritz | May 2019
Radio Interview (De)

Projects

2020–2021
In summer 2020, Germany's universities shifted
their teaching to virtual space. But what does
“digitale Lehre” [remote teaching] actually mean
in times of COVID-19 and, moreover, what does it
look like from a media theoretical perspective?
The project Geistervorlesung [Ghost Lectures] is a
technology-related analysis of this unique moment
where media and its technology have become
indispensable for health, knowledge, and human
social interaction. Based on Prof. Wolfgang
Ernst’s Summer Lecture 2020 at the department for
musicology and media studies at the Humboldt
University of Berlin, David has been creating a
multimedia publication together with Thomas Fecker
which is disguised in the form of an ordinary
paper book. By using, for instance, artificial
intelligence for audio transcription and augmented
reality as a media relevant experience, the media
speaks for itself. Therefore, this project is only
consumable with smart devices that understand such
a language. In 2021, the project was published at
vwh Verlag (Glueckstadt). Read Me

2019

2017

Inspired by M. Buehler’s Amino Acid Synthesizers
(2019) and John Clinton’s Quadrille Melodist
(1865), the DNA Based Music Machine is a
conceptual piece, which was created within the
context of the seminar “Music Machines from 1650
to 2019” by N. Bgraguinski in 2019. It shows that
simply translating sheet music in amino acids is
irrelevant and has nothing to do with composing
music by or with Mother Nature. The idea is that
by encoding every single DNA triplet with its own
short music composition in the sense of Clinton’s
Melodist, proteins can be sonified. However, due
to the encoding process, these melodies are
actually human-made and, hence, arbitrary.
Additionally, this project suggests that sheet
music is not appropriated for composing music
through nature because its symbolic quality—in
the sense of Jacque Lacan—is too far away from
the real body of music: the acoustics.Read more.

I traveled to Copenhagen in 2017, probably one of
the most progressive cities in Europe. But instead
of exploring the Danish capital in an ordinary
audio-visual way, I took a piece of Berlin, my
hometown, with me: the street noises I’m familiar
with. By splitting the audio dimension and the
visual one, I was hoping to provoke a feeling of
safety in an unfamiliar place. This concept is an
inverted Soundwalk, which is, according to
Hildegard Westerkamp (1974), an “excursion whose
main purpose is listening to the environment”.
Therefore, Sounds Like Berlin makes use of the
physical memory by triggering it with Berlin's
unique sound aesthetics. The following is a report
of my exploration.

The Sound of Beta-Globulin (Moog Version)

04:35

The Sound of Beta-Globulin (Midi Version)

04:35
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For over a decade, David has been a professional composer, musician,
singer, audio engineer, and music producer—an artist who can look
back on hundreds of concerts though-out Europe and thousands of hours
in recording studios. Whereas his first music project Exit Inside
(2004–2010) followed the traditional image of an indie rock band, his
second band Disco Love Machine (2010–2015) crafted a unique audiovisual sound experience, influenced by Berlin’s night club culture
and the city itself. In the end, David’s gained experience led him to
produce his first solo project, released under his birth name, Teresa
Caballo (2015–2017), which made drugs, love, and gender issues a
central subject of discussion. As a part-time producer, he has
continued to compose podcast music since 2017 for several clients,
from Union Investment Bank to social media strategist Anne Grabs.
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2016

2016

2015–2017
Teresa Caballo was one of those fluorescent beings that radiates
light in absolute darkness and always found new ways to shine
brighter. Featuring a modern interpretation of masculinity
communicated through musical compositions combined with audio-visual
representation, Teresa Caballo’s music has also been radically
candid. His musical compositions aimed to put a new spin on pop music
which criticized stereotypical characteristics of men and women and,
thus, emphasized their artificiality. After his first EP “The
Legendary Mercy Notes” (2015)—in which he supposedly made a deal
with the devil in exchange for the EP’s composition—he released his
debut album “Persuasion” in 2016, which were dedicated to the
eighties synth-wave sounds of his childhood. After following this
album up with two EPs—“LIVE.LIVE.LIVE” (2016) and “From Synth-wave
to Evergreen” (2016)—he spent two years touring, in 2016 with his
“Spread My Love” tour (2016) and his “Digital/Analog” tour in 2017
where he presented an unplugged and electronic live set to his
audience.

Videos

Spread My Love
(2016)

Music

White Boy
(2015)

Don’t Call Me A Machine

(live / 2016)

She’s Tired (Live / 2013)

Mono (2014)

Tracks [Remix] (2015)

Tracks [Remix] (Live / 2015)

RECORDS

2013

RECORDS

2013

2010–2015
It’s all about love!—at least with Disco Love Machine. Inspired by
Berlin’s club culture and its rough streets, this trio expressed pure
erotic energy in their concerts: Sweaty bodies that gave themselves
over to the rhythm of the music: touching and pressing against each
other in the dark. Disco Love Machine’s sound is dark, but without
being oppressive. It is rock, electro and pop—while being something
completely new at the same time, triggering a feeling that makes
dancing novel once again. Disco Love Machine released its first LP in
2013 followed by a live EP the same year, which was recorded and
filmed in an old boiler house (Kesselhaus). In 2014, the trio went on
its “About Love” tour and released a remix EP titled “Love Appears”
which was followed by an eponymous second tour the same year. One
year later, the band finished its last tour. Between 2013 and 2015,
the trio produced 7 music videos and toured three times.

RECORDS

2014

Music

Since 2017, David has been producing different pieces of podcast
music for various clients. By aiming to express the idea of a podcast
show in 30 seconds via sound, his particular way of composing makes
every piece unique and, thus, the show itself as well. For instance,
Anne Grabs’ podcast, which deals fundamentally with personal
transformation processes, influenced the creation of “fluent tones”.
Another example is the podcast intro of “Bulle & Bär”, a show about
current financial alterations. Here, the concept of hectic pace and
financial ups and downs was tonally realized.
2004–2010

Young. Naive. Loud. Exit Inside was everything that a band needed to
be in the 2000s. In reality it was just four teenagers (equipped with
drum, guitar, bass, and a voice) having fun making music and
traveling through Germany to enter concert stages of almost every
club in the country. But for David, Exit Inside was more than just a
typical band: it was the beginning of a never-ending love. Although
he was already hooked, this quartet moved music to the center of his
life. Since then, Music has been an integral part of David. Exit
Inside produced one EP, “Just a Demo” (2005), and two LPs, “Show your
Soul” (2007) and “Why don't you scream’” (2008). In 2008, the band
went on their first tour.

Music

Anne Grabs (Podcast)

00:35

Bulle & Bär

00:32

Theme: Berlin in the 90’s (Example)

00:31

Theme: Digital (Example)

00:26
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David is a passionate musicologist as well as being a sound and media
scientist with a broad research interest. Not a day goes by that he
doesn’t think about the influence of technology on our environment
and society, as you can see in his publications. And because science
cannot be reduced to written text, scientific cooperation and the
collaborative production of knowledge is an integral part of his
academic life, which is why talks and oral presentations are
essential in his evaluation.
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Medien, die wir meinen [Media in our sense]
”The Duality of Sound“
Berlin (Germany)
February 17, 2021 [via Zoom]

21st. Diskografentag
"The Power of the Phon(aut)ograph. A Media Archaeological
Statement"
Glasgow (Scotland)
June 12, 2020 [Postponed due to Covid-19]
Akustische Dokumente/ Sonic Documents
"Wax & Coins. Das Phonogram im Zeitalter der mechanischen
Reproduzierbarkeit“ [The Phonogram in the Age of
Mechanical Reproducibility]
Bochum (Germany)
January 18, 2019

David’s research field is primarily focused on the investigation of
(auditory) media technologies and is driven by an interdisciplinary
approach between art and science which blends philosophical thinking
with hands-on(bio)engineering. By revealing the real potential of
analog and digital media as well as biological systems, his research
outcome leads to new ways of thinking and provokes creative solutions
for a better future. David’s research interest includes sound and its
aesthetics; the investigation of creativity in times of artificial
intelligence and bioengineering; quantum theory and bioinformatics,
which has represented a great possibility since CRISPR-Cas.

31st. DVSM-Symposium
”Cyborg Voice. Die Klang-Ästhetik des Humanoiden als
Diskursfigur“ [The sound aesthetics of the humanoid as a
discourse figure]
Berlin (Germany)
November 19, 2018.
Technologies of Singing
“Wax & Nickels“
Detmold (Germany)
Novermber 2, 2018.
Game Circuit #18
“Ludus Computatoriu. Das Spiel im Schatten
Maschine“ [The game in the shadow of the machine]
Berlin (Germany)
May 12, 2017.

der

Beside academic talks and conferences, David also holds
interviews, radio reports, and project presentations (See
Résumé).

Research

As Author

2021

To understand the impact of
media and sound, one needs a
comprehensive knowledge of
technology, an understanding
of systems and their
relationships, economic
factors from the extraction
of the raw materials (that
are
crucial
to
the
'construction'
of
technology) to economic
policy conditions and
culture and its histories.
The following publications
represent this encompassing
research approach, which is
fundamentally influenced by
the German Media Theory (see
W. Ernst / F. A. Kittler).

The Duality of Sound. Eine medienwissenschaftliche Zeitkritik des sonischen Signalwesens. [A Media
Scientific Critique of the Temporality of Sonic Signals]. Master Thesis 2021, Link. [Overview in En].

2020

”Cyborg Voice – Der Auto-Tune Effekt als Klangästhetik des Humanoiden. Ein medienarchäologisches
Statement“ [The Auto-Tune effect as a sound aesthetic of the humanoid. A media archaeological
statement]. In: Wissen im Klang. Neue Wege der Musikästhetik, ed. José Gálvez, Jonas Reichert
& Elizaveta Willert, 163–78. Bielefeld: Transcript.[Overview in En]

2019

”Xenodigital Storage. Zu Gast im fremden System“ [Guest in a foreign system]. In: Institut für
Musikwissenschaft und Medienwissenschaft. Hausarbeiten & Essays. Link.[Overview in En]

2018

Pay. Play. Repeat. Die medienkulturelle Zeitgestalt des Münzphonographen in den USA, 1889–1896
[The media-cultural time form of the coin-operated phonograph in the USA, 1889–1896]. Bachelor
Thesis 2018. Link. [Overview in En]

2017

”Das operative Ohr. Abseits der Akustik“ [The operating ear. Beyond the acoustics].In: Institut
für Musikwissenschaft und Medienwissenschaft. Hausarbeiten & Essays. Link.[Overview in En]

”Das Medienschöne. Evolution der Ästhetik“ [The Medienschöne. Evolution of aesthetics].
In: Institut für Musikwissenschaft und Medienwissenschaft. Hausarbeiten & Essays. Link
[Overview in En]

As Editor

2021

“Geistervorlesung. Techniknahe Analyse in Zeiten der Pandemie“ [Ghost Lecture. Technol
analysis in times of pandemic], Wolfgang Ernst, ed. Thomas Fecker & David Friedrich
Glückstadt: vwh.

Research

davids-digital.me
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